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This paper suggests a high power density on-board integrated charger with active ripple compensation circuit for electric vehicles. To obtain a high power density and high efficiency, silicon carbide devices are reported to meet the requirement of high-switching-frequency operation. An integrated bidirectional converter is proposed to function as AC/DC battery charger and to transfer energy between battery pack and motor drive of the traction system. In addition, the conventional H-bridge circuit suffers from ripple power pulsating at second-order line frequency, and a scheme of active ripple compensation circuit has been explored to solve this second-order ripple problem, in which a pair of power switches shared traction mode, a ripple energy storage capacitor, and an energy transfer inductor. Simulation results in MATLAB/Simulink validated the eligibility of the proposed topology. The integrated charger can work as a 70kW motor drive circuit or a converter with an active ripple compensation circuit for 3kW charging the battery. The impact of the proposed topology and control strategy on the integrated charger power losses, efficiency, power density, and thermal performance has also been analysed and simulated.

1. Introduction

It is a significant strategy on a global scale to replace fossil fuels vehicles with electric vehicles (EVs) for protecting the environment and achieving energy sustainability [1]. EVs have gained wide attention from the past years as one of the effective solutions for environment deterioration and energy shortages. There are three barrier issues for gaining tremendous acceptance for EVs, which include the high cost and cycle life of batteries, the lock of charging infrastructure, and integrations of chargers. Integrated charger can avoid these problems by integrating with electric drive and battery charger. The main advantages of integrated charging methods are that the weight, volume, and cost are reduced. The configuration of a conventional EV is shown in Figure 1(a). However, the components in the traction circuit, like the inverter, are not used during the battery charging, so it is possible to use it in the charger circuit. The typical structure of an integrated charger is shown in Figure 1(b).

Several organizations such as Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) have supplied the utility interface for EV conductive charge coupler. As shown in Table 1, most EV charging can be installed at home where the EV can be connected with a convenience household outlet for Level 1 charging. Level 1 charging requires a 120 V or 230 V outlet. Usually single-phase converter is used for that solution. A bidirectional on-board charger needs a highly efficient AC-DC converter that boasts a high power density and fits the limited space and weight requirements.

Battery charger plays an important role in the development of EVs. In most of traditional distributed EVs electrical systems, motor drive circuit and battery charger circuit are separate, so two independent circuits are needed. However, the integrated charger supplies flexibility for layout space, weight, and cost for EVs to obtain high efficiency and higher power density [2–4]. Different types of integrated charger topologies design have been reported and explained in previous papers [5–8]. Similar topologies are introduced in [9–11], without further power losses analysis, efficiency, and thermal stress issues. Besides these, an integrated charger for plug-in electric vehicles based on a special interior permanent magnet motor is introduced. An interior permanent magnet
Table 1: Charging power levels (based in part on [37]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power level types</th>
<th>Level 1</th>
<th>Level 2</th>
<th>Level 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supply voltage</td>
<td>120 V_{AC} (US)</td>
<td>240 V_{AC} (US)</td>
<td>208–600 V_{AC} or V_{DC}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Power level</td>
<td>≤3.7 kW</td>
<td>3.7–22 kW</td>
<td>&gt;50 kW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charging time</td>
<td>11–36 hours</td>
<td>1–6 hours</td>
<td>0.2–1 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charger location</td>
<td>On-board</td>
<td>On-board</td>
<td>Off-board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy supply interface</td>
<td>Convenience household outlet</td>
<td>Dedicated EV supply equipment</td>
<td>Dedicated EV supply equipment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battery capacity</td>
<td>16–50 kWh</td>
<td>16–50 kWh</td>
<td>16–50 kWh</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1: Configuration of electric vehicle: (a) configuration of a conventional electric vehicle and (b) configuration of an integrated charger electric vehicle.

Figure 2: Integrated charger with two motors and two inverters.

synchronous is designed with a special winding configuration for traction mode and charging mode [12]. For integrated fast battery charger, a fast on-board battery charger using the motor like filter and the same converter for traction and charging mode is presented as well [13].

The topology as shown in Figure 2 is used for plug-in hybrid vehicles. The two three-phase AC motors are used as inductors for the converter with the neutral points connected to the grid. In traction mode, motor-1 delivers energy as a traction motor while motor-2 is used to charge the battery.

In the charging mode, both of the motors and converters operate as AC-DC boost converter to charge the battery [14]. However, this topology needs two motors or special double winding motor and converters to make the system complex.

A permanent magnet nonisolated integrated charger topology is proposed in Figure 3. The AC three-phase grid is connected to each winding neutral point of the motor. The magnetic motive force is cancelled on the stator. The magnetic decoupling between the stator and the rotor prevent the rotor from vibrating during charging mode. No rotation
is produced during the charging mode [15]. However, this topology needs to use PMSM windings as coupling filter. It is not proper to use if the motor winding inductance is less than the filter requirement.

An integrated charger is shown in Figure 4. An interior permanent magnet motor drive circuit is operated as a three-phase PFC circuit during charging mode. No additional filter is needed except for electric motor windings. The disadvantage of this topology is a single-phase diode bridge rectifier that is used as the battery charger [16]. Therefore, a large buck capacitor is needed to divert the ripple power from DC-link. The aluminium electrolytic capacitor offers low cost and a high energy density. However, this type of capacitors has a short lifetime which is unacceptable in EVs application. Film capacitor is more reliable than electrolytic capacitor for electric vehicles, which results in low power density. This inevitably leads to an increased system cost and degraded energy efficiency. Various active ripple compensation methods are proposed to absorb the low-frequency ripple energy. An active filter is used to divert the ripple power from the DC-link in existing methods [17].

High efficiency and high power density are expected to achieve for integrated charger design. The converter power density is evaluated by measuring the volume of power modules, cooling system, line inductor, and DC-link capacitor [18] as shown in Figure 5. In addition, the power density is required to constraint on space and weight of the overall system. High power density system is considered by the use of new materials switching devices, increase in integrated levels, and design of innovative circuit to reduce the size of DC-link capacitor in this paper.

Conventional converter based on silicon (Si) devices typically operate at lower frequency contrasting with silicon carbide (SiC) MOSFETs. SiC switching devices are developing rapidly in the market in recent years. This supplies opportunities for smaller converter optimization design. High switching frequency can directly affect the size of converter’s heatsink, DC-link capacitor, line filter, and EMI filter [19]. In order to optimise the integrated charger efficiency and power density, the SiC switching devices are used as the switches in this paper.

In this paper, a concept of high power density integrated charger for electric vehicles with active ripple compensation
is reported. The paper is organized as follows: the existing onboard battery charger in EV/HEV applications is introduced in Section 1. The topology of a high power density integrated charger with active ripple compensation is explained in Section 2. The design criteria of circuit components are described in Section 3. Section 4 presents an active ripple energy storage control method. Moreover, the main energy storage component inductor method and capacitor method are theoretically analysed and simulated. A capacitor auxiliary energy storage circuit is designed in details. The simulation results in Section 5 show that the design and control strategy meet the demand. The integrated charger system power losses and thermal performance are discussed in Section 5. Finally, the conclusion is given in Section 6.

2. Concept of Integrated Charger with Active Ripple Compensation

The concept of a high power density integrated charger for electric vehicles with active ripple compensation is illustrated in Figure 6. The switches and passive components are shared and multiused for traction mode and charging mode. In traction mode, the grid is not connected to the converter by turning off the relays between grid and converter. The grid current flows in the battery through the H-bridge converter during the battery charging. By this way, the electrical motor cannot rotate, because the relays beside the motor are open in the driving mode [20].

2.1. Topology. A schematic of the proposed integrated charger with active ripple compensation converter is shown in Figure 6. It includes an electric motor, a battery pack, an LC output filter, a DC-link capacitor, and an active ripple reduction circuit. Relays are added to the circuit to achieve different operations modes [21]. The motor drive system can provide the required drive torque and battery charging in AC power and DC power operational modes. The DC power can be converted into AC power by a three-phase inverter to charge the battery. The H-bridge rectifier can support both AC and DC charging. The power flow between the motor, the battery, and power source is shown in Figure 7.

2.1.1. Motor Drive Modes. In the motor drive mode, relay J1 is switched on for propulsion, and relay J2 and relay J3 are open. The EV is operating at electric propelling mode, and its power flows from the battery pack to the motor. Figure 6 shows the conventional three-phase voltage-source converter structure. The three-phase rectifier circuit consists of three legs A, B, and C. The output of each leg depends on DC-link voltage and the switch status, and the output voltage is independent of the output load current since one of the two switches in a leg is always on at any instant. The DC voltage-source battery feeds the main rectifier circuit, a three-phase bridge. The DC voltage source is battery pack. Six switches are used in the main circuit. Each is composed of a SiC MOSFET and an antiparallel diode to provide bidirectional current flow and unidirectional voltage blocking capability. The converter works as a buck inverter for DC-to-AC power conversion.

2.1.2. AC Power Battery Charging Modes. The battery pack can be charged by the external power supply. When in the charging mode, the drive motor needs to be disengaged for safety purpose. Therefore, relay J1 keeps open to disconnect the three-phase windings in the motor. In addition, relays J2 and J3 are closed for charging. The battery pack can be charged by a low-voltage single-phase grid as a boost rectifier for AC-to-DC power conversion [22].
2.1.3. DC Power Battery Charging Modes. The battery pack can be charged by low-voltage DC power, as shown in Figure 8. Boost operation from DC input voltage to the high-voltage battery pack of the EV is shown in Figures 10(a) and 10(b).

In this mode, $S_2$ works for PWM switching, and $D_1$ provides a free-wheeling path. Other switches and diodes $S_1$, $D_2$, $S_3$, and $S_4$ maintain the OFF state. The state of charge (SOC) should be regulated by measuring battery voltage and current.

2.1.4. Regenerative Braking. The proposed bidirectional converter is properly combined to select buck-and-boost modes among voltage sources. Regenerative charging uses buck operation from the high-voltage bus to the battery pack.

2.1.5. Vehicle-to-Grid (V2G). V2G is a modified version of EVs for the next generation to spark a revolution in the development of transportation and energy industries [23].

The V2G vehicles have capability of both charging from the grid and discharging to the grid intelligently that utilize bidirectional H-bridge converter properly.

2.1.6. Active Ripple Compensation Circuit. The grid voltage and current are sinusoidal, and twice the line frequency ripple will be generated on the DC-link, which is harmful to both sides of the converter. Especially when a battery connected on the DC-link, the pulsating power will lead to overheat. A relatively large DC-link capacitor is usually used to limit the ripple power, but it results in higher volume, weight, and cost for the integrated charger. To solve this second-order pulsating power, active ripple compensation methods have been explored in the paper.

The active ripple compensation circuit is composed of the active filter switches $S_5$ and $S_6$ which are shared with three-phase rectifier for motor drive circuit, an energy store capacitor, and an energy transfer inductor, as shown in Figure 9.
The C-phase accomplishes the DC side pulsating power at twice the grid frequency. The effectiveness of the active ripple compensation method is confirmed by simulation results. When switch $S_5$ turns on, the active ripple compensation circuit works as in buck phase. The capacitor and inductor are charged by DC bus. The inductor will release its energy to capacitor when the $S_5$ turns off. While switch $S_6$ is used to control the active ripple compensation circuit works as in boost phase. When the switch $S_6$ turns on, the capacitor releases its energy to inductor. When the switch $S_6$ turns off, the DC bus is charged by both of capacitor and inductor. A DC bus capacitor $C_{DC}$ is still needed to filter the high frequency ripple power of the PWM rectifier output. In this case, $C_{DC}$ is smaller than conventional method without the active ripple compensation storage circuit. The equivalent circuit of active ripple compensation circuit for each stage of operation is shown in Figure 11.

2.2. Instantaneous Power Balance Analysis. The grid-side supply voltage $u_{AC}$ and current $i_{AC}$ are assumed to be sinusoidal, the grid power supply can be written in (1), and the power of the input inductor can be expressed as (2):

$$P_{AC} = u_{AC}(t) \cdot i_{AC}(t) = \frac{1}{2} U_{AC} I_{AC} \cos \varphi - \frac{1}{2} U_{AC} I_{AC} \cos(2\omega t - \varphi),$$

where $U_{AC}$ and $I_{AC}$ are the peak value of voltage and current, respectively, $\omega$ is the angular frequency, and $\varphi$ is the angle between the grid supply voltage and current:

$$P_L = \omega L I_{AC}^2 \sin(\omega t - \varphi) \cos(\omega t - \varphi).$$

The input power of the single-phase converter after the input inductor can be determined by (1) and (2), where $L$ is the inductance of input filter:

$$P_{in} = P_{AC} - P_L = \frac{1}{2} U_{AC} I_{AC} \cos \varphi - \left(\frac{1}{2} U_{AC} I_{AC} \cos(2\omega t - \varphi) + \frac{1}{2} \omega L I_{AC}^2 \sin(2\omega t - 2\varphi)\right).$$

As can be seen in (3), a constant power and twice the fundamental frequency $2\omega$ power pulsating consist of the input power of the single-phase battery charging circuit. To ensure a low-frequency ripple in single-phase charger, a large DC capacitor is required which results in low power density. In order to avoid the second-order harmonic and minimize the size of DC capacitor, a DC ripple current reduction method on a single-phase PWM voltage-source rectifier has been investigated in [24]. Several active solutions have been explored to reduce the second-order ripple power, namely, inductive storage method and capacitive storage method. The active ripple compensation charging circuit is shown in Figure 12.
A conventional H-bridge rectifier consists of phase-A and phase-B. The AC supply power is $P_{AC}$ which can be expressed by AC source voltage multiplied AC source current. $L$ is the input inductor which is used to keep a constant current flowing to the load throughout the complete cycle of the applied voltage. The input power of the H-bridge rectifier after the input inductor is $P_{in}$. It is known that there exists second-order harmonic power $P_{ripple}$ on DC-link for H-phase rectifier. The constant power on DC-link can be expressed as $P_{out}$. Generally speaking, the basic approach behind the ripple reduction circuit involves storage of the ripple power into inductor or capacitor. The comparison between inductive storage method and capacitive method is discussed in Section 3.

### 3. Design Criteria of Circuit Components

#### 3.1. Selection of Motor Drive Circuit Components

A buck converter with LC filter should be considered in the three-phase inverter to reduce the ripple. An LC filter is critical for AC motor drive application. The capacitors can be configured with a delta connection which has the benefit of smaller short circuit current. Capacitor and choke values are derived to optimize the two-level inverter output performance. The filter is assumed to filter out all the PWM switching harmonics. Damping is required to attenuate the resonance and the output impedance of the filter should be as small as possible across the frequency range. A series resonance occurs at the output filter resonant frequency $f_0$. Hence, the corner frequency is kept below the switching frequency. The result can be expressed as in

$$f_0 = \frac{\omega_0}{2\pi} = \frac{1}{2\pi \sqrt{LC}},$$

where $f_0$ represents the corner frequency, for 10% attenuation of switching frequency harmonics. $L$ and $C$ are the inductance and capacitance, respectively. The key characteristics in the driving mode are shown in Table 2.

#### 3.2. Selection of Battery Charging Circuit Components

A typical H-bridge connected with an active ripple compensation circuit works as battery charging converter. The A-phase and B-phase operate as conventional PWM. A large filter capacitor is connected on the DC side [25]. The required DC-link capacitance can be expressed as

$$C_{DC} \geq \frac{P_{avg}}{\omega_0 \cdot \Delta V \cdot V_{DC}},$$

where $\Delta V$ is the amplitude of DC-link voltage ripple, for 2% allowable voltage ripple, $C_{DC}$ is the value of DC-link capacitor, $V_{DC}$ is the DC-link voltage, $\omega_0$ is the AC-side circular frequency, and $P_{avg}$ is the average power flowing into the converter. The complete parameters in battery charging mode are listed in Table 3.

#### 3.3. Selection of Ripple Energy Storage Circuit Components

The ripple energy generated by H-bridge can be determined in

$$E_r = \frac{P_t}{\omega} = \frac{1}{\omega} \left[ P_0^2 + \left( 2 \omega L P_0^2 / U_{ac}^2 \cos^2 \phi - P_0 (\sin \phi / \cos \phi) \right)^2 \right]^{1/2}$$

Equation (6) shows the relationship between ripple energy, the angle of grid voltage, the output power, AC supply voltage, the AC supply frequency, and current and input inductor. The parameters of a 3 kW single-phase PWM rectifier are given in Table 3. The relationship between various and the ripple energy is plotted in Figures 13(a) and 13(b).

It can be observed that the phase inductor has an obvious influence on the ripple energy. The higher inductance results in a higher ripple energy. Meanwhile, the supply frequency has an obvious influence on the ripple energy as well.
3.4. Inductive Storage Method. Figure 14 shows the circuit configuration of inductive storage method. A conventional single-phase rectifier consists of A-phase leg, B-phase leg, input filter, and DC-link capacitor. An active ripple energy storage circuit consists of C-phase leg and a ripple energy storage inductor. One terminal of the storage inductor is connected to the midpoint of the C-phase leg switches (connection point of S\(_5\) and S\(_6\)), while the other terminal is tied to B-phase leg of the H-bridge converter. The compensation inductance \(L\) used to store ripple energy should be selected depending on the output power \(P_{\text{out}}\). A DC bus capacitor \(C_{\text{DC}}\) is still necessary to filter the high switching harmonic. The DC ripple energy flows into the inductor. The inductance can be selected in a wide rage when the inductor current is controlled properly. The maximum inductor current and the minimum inductor current are shown in

\[
L_{\text{max}} = \frac{2I_{\text{AC}}V_{\text{AC}}}{I_{\text{min}}\omega},
\]

\[
L_{\text{min}} = \frac{\sqrt{2}V_{\text{AC}}}{2D\lambda f_{\text{sw}}I_{\text{min}}},
\]

where \(L_{\text{max}}\) is maximum inductance, \(L_{\text{min}}\) is minimum inductance, \(\lambda\) is modulation factor of the single-phase, and \(V_{\text{AC}}\) and \(I_{\text{AC}}\) are the grid voltage and grid current, respectively. And \(D\) is the ratio between peak ripple current and minimum ripple current. The compensation inductance and current region are shown in Figure 15. Higher switching frequency
results in less inductance. The trade-off between switching frequency and losses needs to be considered.

3.5. Capacitive Storage Method. A capacitor is used as the energy storage component is shown in Figure 16(a). One terminal of the storage capacitor is tied to the midpoint of the C-phase leg, while the other terminal is connected to the ground. A ripple energy storage component $C_s$ with an energy transfer element $L_s$ is used as an active ripple compensation circuit. The ripple power can be determined in

$$P_{\text{ripple}} = \frac{E_{\text{ripple}} \cdot \omega}{\sqrt{b_{out}^2 + \left( \frac{2\omega L_p^2}{U_s^2 \cos^2 \varphi} - P_{\text{out}} \left( \frac{\sin \varphi}{\cos \varphi} \right) \right)^2}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

The ripple energy storage capacitor voltage and current can be expressed as (9); Figures 16(b) and 16(c) show the ripple voltage and ripple current in power pulsating storage capacitor:

$$U_s = \frac{P_{\text{ripple}} (k - \cos (2\omega t))}{C_s \omega}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

$$i_s = \frac{P_{\text{ripple}} \sin (2\omega t)}{\sqrt{P_{\text{ripple}}/C_s \omega} (k - \cos (2\omega t))}$$

where the coefficient $k$ is the ripple energy storage margin coefficient defined by the maximum ripple energy and ripple energy stored in the capacitor and $C_s$ is energy storage capacitance. The second-order ripple voltage and capacitive ripple current stored in the capacitor are plotted in Figures 17(a) and 17(b).

The minimum capacitance can be derived as

$$C_s = \frac{2P_{\text{ripple}}}{U_s^2 \omega}$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)
Equation (5) shows that the conventional design method calculates capacitance $C_{DC}$ needed to filter the second-order harmonic in DC bus, while (10) shows that the active ripple storage capacitance $C_s$ needed to meet the requirement of filtering the second-order ripple power. Figure 18(a) shows the capacitance comparison between the traditional method and the active method. It can be seen the active ripple method will decrease the capacitance 25.08 times compared with the conventional method within the 2% DC-link harmonic requirement. This indicates that the capacitance can decrease from 4.665 mF to 186 $\mu$F.

The active ripple compensation circuit works in discontinuous current mode (DCM) to meet the demand of maintaining ripple energy transfer inductance transfer $2\omega$ power pulsating to the ripple energy storage capacitor completely. In DCM the current goes to zero during part of the switching cycle. In order to maintain DCM operation, the ripple energy transfer inductor selection limit can be expressed as (11):

$$L \leq \frac{T_{sw}}{2 * i_s} \frac{U_d U_s - U_s^2}{U_d}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

In addition, the active ripple compensation circuit requires one-phase leg which can share with three-phase inverter motor drive circuit, which has the maximum current rating limitation. The inductor selection limit based on the peak current requirement is expressed as

$$L \geq \frac{2 \pi T_{peak}}{I_{peak}^2} \frac{T_{sw}}{U_d} \frac{U_d U_s - U_s^2}{U_d}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

The inductance is selected as 50 $\mu$H in the integrated charger system using (11) and (12). Table 4 shows the calculation results of inductive storage method and capacitive...
Table 4: Comparison of inductive storage method and capacitive storage method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Capacitance</th>
<th>Inductance</th>
<th>Volume</th>
<th>Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Inductive storage method</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>68 mH</td>
<td>2762 cm³</td>
<td>12.75 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitive storage method</td>
<td>298 µF</td>
<td>50 µH</td>
<td>2895 cm³</td>
<td>4 kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although the volume of the inductive storage devices can be smaller than the capacitive storage method, the weight of the inductor becomes much heavier than the capacitor. This demonstrates that capacitive storage method is superior to the inductive storage method in terms of power density of the charging circuit.

Although inductor is superior to capacitors from the viewpoint of ruggedness and reliability, inductor is inferior from the viewpoint of power density and weight. Power losses of inductor are also much higher than capacitor when working in high switching circuits [26–28]. Therefore, in this paper, an integrated charger topology employs a capacitor as the ripple energy storage element and an inductor as the ripple energy transfer component.

4. Control Design of Integrated Charger with Active Ripple Compensation

4.1. Motor Drive Control. In the motor drive mode, a closed-loop control schematic is illustrated in Figure 19. Both motor speed and current are regulated by applying PWM control to each phase switching device. The conventional PI controller including DC-link voltage control loop and current control loop are applied in three-phase inverter.

4.2. Battery Charging Control. The proposed active ripple energy absorbing method can generate the compensation ripple power successfully according to control capacitor voltage and current based on (9). The waveforms of capacitor reference voltage and reference current are essential issues to be considered besides ripple energy storage components. In Figure 16(b), the sharp turns at the bottom of the waveforms demonstrate large harmonic which is difficult to track for control strategy. It is possible to reduce the harmonic in the voltage reference and current reference by increasing the energy storage margin coefficient $k$ which is set to 2 in this paper. The ripple current generated by H-bridge rectifier can be expressed as

$$i_{\text{ripple}} = (2D - 1) i_{\text{AC}}.$$  \hfill (13)

The reference compensation current is taken as minus ripple current for the active ripple compensation circuit, where $D$ is duty cycle for H-bridge and $i_{\text{AC}}$ is the AC-side current. The active ripple compensation circuit is controlled in bulk type and boost type to charge and discharge the ripple energy storage capacitor. The duty cycle for $S_5$ and $S_6$ can be derived as (14) and (15), respectively:

$$D_{\text{charging}} = \frac{2 \cdot i_{\text{ripple}} \cdot f_{\text{sw}}}{(U_d - U_s)/L},$$ \hfill (14)

$$D_{\text{discharging}} = \frac{2 \cdot i_{\text{ripple}} \cdot f_{\text{sw}} \cdot (U_d - U_s)/L}{(U_s/L)^2}.$$ \hfill (15)

Based on the above discussion, the control block diagram is depicted in Figure 20. The upper part represents the control schematic for the PWM rectifier battery charging circuit and the lower part is the control strategy for the ripple reduction circuit. For PWM rectifier circuit, the DC-link voltage, DC-link current, and AC-side current are sensed to generate the gate drive signals for the main switches $S_1$, $S_2$, $S_3$, and $S_4$. In order to improve the performance of DC bus voltage, the AC-side voltage feedforward is adopted. A phase-locked loop (PLL) is constructed to track sinusoidal wave of the AC grid voltage as well. Via the proportional-integral (PI) controller, the command current $i_{\text{AC}}$ is obtained to be equal to the command current $i_{\text{AC}}^*$. For ripple reduction circuit, the DC-link voltage and ripple energy storage capacitor voltage are sensed to generate the duty cycle for $S_5$ and $S_6$. According to the control method for C phase, if the compensation current is positive, the ripple reduction circuit is controlled to absorb the ripple energy from the DC-link charging the ripple compensation capacitor. Similar, if the compensation
current calculation result is negative, the ripple reduction circuit is controlled to release the ripple power into DC-link from ripple energy stored capacitor.

5. Simulation Results

The simulation parameters of the integrated charging converter are summarized in Tables 2 and 3. To evaluate the motor drive mode performance, a three-phase motor drive converter is modeled under PWM control in the simulation. Figure 21 presents the simulation results of motor drive.

Figure 22 presents the simulation results of battery charging without active ripple compensation circuit. Battery charging mode operation has been simulated under two conditions where the AC input voltage is lower than battery voltage, and DC input voltage is lower than battery voltage. When the input voltage is 230 V<sub>AC</sub>, Figure 22(a) shows the output voltage. Figure 22(b) shows the maximum current ripple in grid side. The boost operation from the low-voltage bus to the battery has been simulated as shown in Figures 22(c)–22(f) with V<sub>batt</sub> = 320 V and V<sub>batt</sub> = 200 V.

Figures 23(a) and 23(b) show the integrated charger with active ripple compensation circuit main switch components duty cycle. It can be seen that the duty cycle for H-bridge PWM rectifier and the active ripple compensation circuit are decoupling. The most of the ripple power is stored in the DC bus capacitor without the active ripple compensation circuit. To meet the requirement of DC bus voltage ripple within 2% limit, a 4665 μF ripple energy storage capacitance is needed. A comparison of the DC bus voltage ripple performance without ripple reduction circuit and with active reduction circuit is provided in Figure 23. The simulation result in Figure 23(c) shows that the DC voltage ripple remains 74.64 V without active ripple compensation. When the C-phase leg is engaged, the 2ω ripple power is absorbed by the capacitor. A 298 μF capacitor and a 400 μF DC-link capacitor are used to be replaced by conventional large DC bus capacitor. The DC bus ripple voltage decreases to 4.6 V as shown in Figure 23(d).
From Figures 23(e) and 23(f), it is shown that the DC ripple has been absorbed by the ripple power storage capacitor.

A comparison of the volume of the main components in the conventional method and the active ripple compensation method is illustrated in Figures 24(a) and 24(b). Using the active ripple compensation circuit to store the ripple energy is more effective. Conclusively, the whole integrated charger system volume decreases to 35% compared with the volume of the conventional method.

6. Power Losses and Thermal Analysis

In order to evaluate the thermal performance of the integrated charger with active ripple compensation converter topology, the power losses and device junction temperature are calculated and simulated. SiC-based devices meet the power electronics market demand for high performance 1200 V to 1700 V devices. SiC MOSFETs have unique capabilities such as lower switching loss, higher efficiency, and better temperature performance compared to Si-based devices when operating the same power rating which have essentially reached state-of-the-art limits in performance. In this paper, the performance of SiC MOSFET module from Cree CAS300M12BM2 (1.2 kV, 300 A) will be investigated. Figures 25(a) and 25(b) show the MOSFET and diode average losses of the motor drive mode and battery charging mode, which is derived by analytical models in [29]. Figure 25(c) shows the efficiency variation with various switching frequencies.
for traction and charging operation [30–32]. In comparison to Si IGBT module from SK60GB128 (1.2 kV, 60 A) and SiC MOSFET (CAS300M12BM2) module, as expected, the SiC MOSFET shows a higher efficiency in a wide switching frequency range. With SiC MOSFET lower power losses and operation capability at higher switching frequency, integrated converter can operate up to 73 kHz switching frequency compared to 20 kHz using Si IGBT. The above results show that a clear advantage for SiC MOSFET is the candidate of choice to meet the demand of high power density and high efficiency in power converters application.

It is known that most of the failure mechanism such as bond-wire breakage is related to excessive temperature. Therefore, thermal behaviours management in power converter is essential to increase reliability performance [33]. Real-time junction temperature estimation requires calculation of the instantaneous losses in each MOSFET and diode device of the integrated charger. Therefore, the switching device conduction and switching losses every switching time cycle are calculated instantaneously [34]. The thermal model network includes thermal resistance and capacitance, which can transfer the power losses to the corresponding

Figure 23: Duty cycle for the integrated charger: (a) H-bridge rectifier duty cycle and (b) active ripple compensation circuit duty cycle. Simulation results: (c) DC bus voltage without active ripple compensation circuit, (d) DC bus voltage with active ripple compensation circuit, (e) ripple power storage capacitor voltage, and (f) ripple power storage capacitor current.
Figure 24: Power density: (a) conventional method main components volume comparison and (b) active method main components volume comparison.

Figure 25: Calculation results: (a) traction mode operation, (b) charging mode operation, and (c) converter efficiency variation with switching frequency for SiC MOSFETs and Si IGBTs.
temperature in power devices. In the simulation, the heatsink temperature is assumed to be fixed at 80°C due to its large thermal time constant compared with converter devices [35]. As shown in Figure 26, the Foster thermal network is proposed which is used for junction temperature estimation. The parameters of the thermal network elements are given in the device datasheet [36].

The possible solution for junction temperature variation calculation is shown in Figure 27. A simulation based on transformation average losses to equivalent sinusoidal half wave method is used to evaluate the junction temperature variation of the battery charging mode. As shown in Figure 28(a), the single-phase SiC MOSFET junction temperature varies between 87.5°C and 90°C. The diode junction temperature varies between 82.5°C and 83.5°C. When the ripple energy storage circuit is applied, the SiC MOSFET temperature varies between 86.2°C and 87.7°C while the diode temperature varies between 81.8°C and 82.5°C. The junction temperature does not exceed the maximum allowable junction temperature 150°C.
7. Conclusion

In this paper, a concept of integrated charger with ripple reduction circuit for EV applications is proposed. The integrated converter reduces system cost, increases power density, and may lead to improved efficiency. The proposed integrated converter has been compared with existing topologies, and its advantages have been indicated. Additionally, exact system parameters, control strategy, power losses based on SiC MOSFET devices, efficiency, system power density, and thermal stress are discussed. In order to verify the proposed converter, the functionalities for different operating modes, for example, the boost for charging battery, buck for regenerative braking, and buck for motor drive, have been simulated. According to input/output-voltage-current conditions, the controller chooses the control schemes and proper operating modes. The DC bus low-frequency power pulsating generated from single-phase has been reduced efficiently by active ripple energy compensation circuit. To verify the practicality of the proposed converter for EV applications, an on-board experiment needs to be tested in the future.
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